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1 Introduction

This will be a course about stochastic differential equations with
jumps.

Let me give just one example where this is important. In
financial mathematics it is common to model the price of a stock
by a geometric Brownian motion. However, this model suffers
from some significant defects. One of the most important is that
although the graph of a stock price looks a lot like the graph
of a Brownian motion, the stock price will at times decrease or
increase faster than a Brownian motion can. For example, if
you look at the graph of a stock price on September 11, there
is a sudden decrease, more than can be followed by a Brownian
motion. Since one of the major goals of financial math is to
determine option prices for stocks, it is crucial to have a good
model for the stock price. Experimentally the model that best
fits the data is a geometric Brownian motion with jumps at
random times. The jumps can be caused by disasters, wars,
discoveries, etc.
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Processes with jumps are also important for some physical
models, but I don’t know too much about these.

Despite the importance of allowing jumps in the model, a lot
of the basic theory of SDEs with jumps is still not very well
understood. The purpose of this course is to give some ideas for
the parts that are understood.

There are lots of possibilities for research here. Take your
favorite result for diffusions or Brownian motion, and try to
extend them to jump processes. Some of the results will be
interesting and some will not, but there will be more interesting
results than uninteresting ones.

As we go along, I will present lots of open problems.

My goal is to give the main ideas of the proofs and not burden
you too much with ε’s and δ’s or integrability considerations. To
get the details, you’ll have to look at the references. A lot of the
references can be found on my web page,

www.math.uconn.edu/∼bass

and then click on “Lecture notes” or “Bibliography,” depending
on what you are looking for.

1.1 Outline

I will select from the following.

1. Stochastic calculus. I will try to keep this relatively brief,
as this is old stuff.

2. Pathwise uniqueness for SDEs and the lack thereof.
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3. Potential theory for symmetric stable processes.

4. Weak uniqueness for SDEs with jumps.

5. Harmonic functions. The goal is to prove Harnack inequal-
ities.

6. Symmetric jump processes. Here we obtain transition den-
sity estimates.

The last two are currently hot areas.

2 Stochastic calculus

The references here include the course by Meyer (in French)
[25] in 1976, a book by Elliott [20] and my web page: Stochastic
calculus for discontinuous processes in the Lecture notes section.

We’ll talk about predictability, decomposition of martingales,
the square brackets process, stochastic integrals, Ito’s formula,
Poisson point processes, and Lévy processes. As I said, this is
old stuff, and I just want to give the main differences from the
continuous case.

2.1 Notation

We let {Ft}{t≥0} be a right continuous filtration that is complete
with respect to some probability measure. Most of our processes
will have paths that are right continuous with left limits (rcll),
and in that case we let

Xt− = lim
s↑t

Xs, ∆Xt = Xt −Xt−.
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2.2 Predictability

A stochastic process Xt = Xt(ω) = X(t, ω) is a map from
[0,∞)×Ω into (usually) R. We define a σ-field, called the pre-
dictable σ-field or previsible σ-field on [0,∞)×Ω as the σ-field
P generated by all processes of the form

H(s, ω) = K(ω)1(a,b](s),

where K is bounded and Fa− measurable and Fa− =
∨
s<aFs.

A process adapted to P is called predictable.

It is easy to see that if H is left continuous, then it is pre-
dictable. In particular, if X is rcll, then Xt− is predictable.

Why do we care? When defining the stochastic integral with
respect to a martingale with jumps, we need the integrand to be
predictable in order to get a martingale out. It is also natural
from the stock price point of view. If St is the stock price at
time t and Ht is the number of shares held at time t, then∫ t

0
Hs dSs

is the net profit. If S has jumps and we don’t require H to
be predictable, one can fix Ht to depend on ∆St, and get a
guaranteed profit, without risk. That’s not supposed to happen,
and the number of shares held at time t should only depend on
what we know up to time t, but not necessarily what happens
at jump times.

2.3 Decomposition of martingales

Suppose Mt is a rcll square integrable martingale. Since it is
rcll, there can only be finitely many jumps of size larger than
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1/k in absolute value for each positive integer k. Thus there are
only countably many jumps for Mt. Let’s list them as occurring
at times T1, T2, . . .. We certainly cannot assume that T1 < T2 <
· · · ; we are just listing them. Let us also arrange it so that for
each i, ∆MTi takes values in some [ai, bi] where the interval does
not include 0.

If we let
Ai(t) = ∆MTi1(t≥Ti),

then Ai is an increasing (or decreasing) process, hence a sub-
martingale (or supermartingale). By the Doob-Meyer decompo-
sition there exists Ãi predictable and increasing (or decreasing)
such that

Mi(t) = Ai(t)− Ãi(t)

is a martingale. Then

Theorem 2.1 We can write

Mt =
∞∑
i=1

Mi(t) +M c(t),

where M c is a continuous martingale. The convergence is in L2.

To give the idea, let us just show the orthogonality of Mi and
Mj: We have

EMi(∞)Mj(∞) = E
∫ ∞

0
Mi(∞) dMj(s) (Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral)

= E
∫ ∞

0
Mi(s) dMj(s) (condition on Fs)

= E
∫ ∞

0
∆Mi(s) dMj(s) + E

∫ ∞
0

Mi(s−) dMj(s).
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The first term on the last line is 0 because Mi and Mj do
not jump at the same times. The second term is 0 because
Mi(s−) is predictable: even though we are doing Lebesgue-
Stieltjes integrals here, the expectation of

∫ t
0 Hs dMj(s) with

Hs = K(ω)1(a,b](s) is 0, and then we build up from this to get it
is 0 for every predictable process (subject to some integrability
conditions).

2.4 Square brackets

We define

[M ] = [M,M ] = 〈M c,M c〉+
∑
s≤t

(∆Ms)
2.

We define [M,N ] by polarization.

Even for discontinuous martingales, one can define 〈M,M〉
as the predictable increasing part of the submartingale M 2

t . So
why do we introduce [M ]? It turns out it shows up in many
places, e.g., the integration by parts formula, the Burkholder-
Davis-Gundy inequalities, to mention just two.

Lemma 2.2 M 2
t − [M ]t is a martingale.

Proof. By orthogonality, it is enough to showMi(t)
2−(∆Mi(Ti∧

t))2 is a martingale. We can rewrite this expression as

2

∫ t

0
Mi(s−) dMi(s),

where we view this as a Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral. But∫ t

0
Hs dMi(s)
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is a martingale for every predictable process H, modulo some
integrability: first prove it for the simplest predictable processes
K1(a,b], and then use a monotone class argument.

2.5 Stochastic integrals

This is almost identical to the construction for continuous mar-
tingales. If Hs = K1(a,b](s) with K bounded and Fa− measur-
able, define ∫ t

0
Hs dMs = K(Mt∧b −Mt∧a).

This is a martingale whose square bracket is given by∫ t

0
H2
s d[M ]s.

If we have a linear combination of such integrands, we define
the stochastic integral by linearity. And if H is predictable with
E
∫ t

0 H
2
s d[M ]s, we approximate H by such linear combinations

in L2 (with norm ‖H‖2 = E
∫ t

0 H
2
s d[M ]s) and take limits.

We extend this definition to semimartingales Xt = Mt + At

where M is square integrable and At has bounded variation in
the usual way.

By a stopping times argument, one can extend the definition
to semimartingales where M is a local martingale and A has
locally finite bounded variation. Because we may have jumps of
X of arbitrarily large size, the arguments are much more com-
plicated than in the continuous case. Some of the phraseology
used is that certain stopping times “reduce” the semimartingale.
But the arguments are fairly technical and not that interesting
(to me).
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2.6 Ito’s formula

For semimartingales with jumps, Ito’s formula goes as follows.
If f ∈ C2, then

f(Xt) = f(X0) +

∫ t

0
f(Xs−) dXs + 1

2

∫ t

0
f ′′(Xs) d〈Xc〉s

+
∑
s≤t

[f(Xs)− f(Xs−)− f ′(Xs−)∆Xs].

Let’s make a few comments. First of all, the integrand in
front of the dXs is f(Xs−). Since Xs− is left continuous, it is
predictable, so the integrand is predictable. This might not be
the case if we had f(Xs) as the integrand. Secondly, 〈Xc〉 is
defined to be 〈M c〉. Finally, if f and its first two derivatives are
bounded, the sum on the last line is bounded by

‖f ′′‖∞
∑
s≤t

(∆Xs)
2.

So, at least for reasonable semimartingales, the sum converges.

By applying this to (X+Y )2, X2, and Y 2, we get the product
formula, also known as the integration by parts by formula.

XtYt = X0Y0 +

∫ t

0
Xs− dYs +

∫ t

0
Ys− dXs + [X, Y ]t,

or
d(XY ) = X dY + Y dX + d[X, Y ].

For a semimartingale X, we let [X,X] = [M,M ]. (There’s
always a nuisance here – one might be able to write X = M +A
in two different ways – but there is a canonical way if one requires
A to be predictable.
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The idea of the proof of Ito’s formula is this. By taking limits,
it suffices to assume there are only finitely many jumps. By
looking at them sequentially, it suffices to assume there is only
one jump, say, at time T . Apply the Ito formula for continuous
processes to Xt −∆XT1(t≥T ), and then notice that the jump at
time T contributes the same amount to both sides.

2.7 Poisson point processes

Let S be some state space, S a σ-field on S, and λ an infinite
measure on (S,S). Let B be the Borel σ-field on [0,∞) and

µ : Ω× B × S→ R.

µ is a Poisson point process if for each A ∈ S, µ([0, t] × A) is
a Poisson process with parameter λ(A) and if A1, . . . , An are
disjoint with λ(Ai) <∞ for each i, then µ([0, t]× Ai) are inde-
pendent processes. (We drop the ω from the notation as usual.)

Let ν([0, t] × A) = tλ(A), which is nonrandom. Then for
each A with λ(A) < ∞, we have that (µ − ν)([0, t] × A) is a
martingale.

An example of a Poisson point process is this: if Xt is a Lévy
process, that is, a rcll process with stationary, independent in-
crements, then µ([0, t]×A) =

∑
s≤t 1A(∆Xs) is a Poisson point

process.

We can define stochastic integrals with respect to Poisson
point processes more or less in the way stochastic integrals are
defined with respect to martingales. IfH(ω, s, z) = K(ω)1(a,b](s)1A(z),
where K is bounded and Fa− measurable and λ(A) < ∞, we
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define∫ t

0

∫
S
H(s, z) (µ− ν)(ds dz) = K(ω)(µ− ν)(([a, b]∩ [0, t])×A).

We then use linearity and L2 limits to define stochastic integrals
for more general integrands. It is not hard to see that if

Nt =

∫ t

0

∫
H(s, z) (µ− ν)(ds dz),

then

〈N〉t =

∫ t

0

∫
H(s, z)2 ν(ds dz) [N ]t =

∫ t

0

∫
H(s, z)2 µ(ds dz).

A very general SDE would be one like

dXt = σ(Xt) dWt+b(Xt) dt+

∫
S
F (Xt−, z) (µ−ν)(ds dz), X0 = x0.

(2.1)
We need such a general SDE to capture the behavior of some
financial models, for instance. The idea is if µ assigns a point
mass to (Xs−, z), then Xt jumps an amount F (Xs−, z). We can
get even more general by having a term which is an integral
against dµ to take care of large jumps, provided some integra-
bility conditions are satisfied.

2.8 Lévy processes

We already defined a Lévy process and how it is related to Pois-
son point processes. A Lévy process has Lévy measure n if λ = n
and

∫
(1 ∧ |x|2)n(dx) <∞.
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Let us give a few examples of Lévy processes that have no
continuous parts. (We can always add a constant multiple of
Brownian motion or a constant times t.)

1. Let P i
t be Poisson processes with intensities λi, i = 1, 2, . . .; in

particular P i
t is Poisson with parameter λit. If

∑∞
i=1 aiλi < ∞,

then
∑∞

i=1 aiP
i
t is a Lévy process. These are compound point

processes. The Lévy measure is n(dx) =
∑
λiδai(dx), where δa

is point mass at a. One can show that if
∑

i λi = ∞, then the
set of jump times, although countable, is dense in [0,∞).

2. Let P i
t and λi be as in the first example, but now suppose∑∞

i=1 a
2
iλi <∞. Then

∑∞
i=1 ai(P

i
t −λit) is a Lévy process. This

allows the ai, which are small, to be larger than in the first
example. The Lévy measure is the same as in the first example.

3. Xt is a symmetric stable process of order α if

n(dx) =
c

|x|1+α dx.

The symmetric stable process of order α in d dimensions is the
same, except with 1 + α replaced by d+ α.

It will be useful for later on to apply Ito’s formula to a Lévy
process. If Xt has no continuous part and is itself a martingale,
we can write

Xt = X0+

∫ t

0

∫
z (µ−ν)(ds dz) = X0+

∫ t

0

∫
z (µ(ds dz)−n(dz) ds).
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If f ∈ C2, we have

f(Xt)− f(X0) =

∫ t

0
f ′(Xs−) dXs +

∑
s≤t

[f(Xs)− f(Xs−)− f ′(Xs−)∆Xs]

= martingale +

∫ t

0

∫
[f(Xs− + z)− f(Xs−)− f ′(Xs−)z]µ(ds dz)

= martingale +

∫ t

0

∫
[f(Xs− + z)− f(Xs−)− f ′(Xs−)z]n(dz) ds

= martingale +

∫ t

0
Lf(Xs−) ds

= martingale +

∫ t

0
Lf(Xs) ds,

where

Lf(x) =

∫
[f(x+ z)− f(x)− f ′(x)z]n(dz).

The way to read the last expression is that f(x + z) − f(x)
represents a jump of size z with intensity n(dz), while the f ′(x)z
represents a drift that compensates for the jumps.

3 Pathwise uniqueness

3.1 SDEs with Poisson point processes

Look at (2.1) with the Brownian motion and drift terms re-
moved. (There is no harm doing something similar with them
included, but for simplicity let’s suppose they are not there.) A
result due to Skorokhod is the following.
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Theorem 3.1 Suppose F is bounded and∫
|F (x, z)− F (y, z)|2 λ(dz) ≤ c|x− y|2.

Then the solution to (2.1) exists and pathwise uniqueness holds.

Proof. To do uniqueness, if X and Y are two solutions with
the same starting points,

E (Xt − Yt)2 = E
[ ∫ t

0

∫
[F (Xs−, z)− F (Ys−, z)] (µ− ν)(ds dz)

]2
= E

∫ t

0

∫
|F (Xs−, z)− F (Ys−, z)|2 µ(ds dz)

= E
∫ t

0

∫
|F (Xs−, z)− F (Ys−, z)|2 λ(dz) ds

≤ cE
∫ t

0
|Xs− − Ys−|2 ds

= cE
∫ t

0
|Xs − Ys|2 ds.

The second equality is the expression for E [X−Y ]t, the last since
X and Y have only countably many jumps. Using Gronwall’s
inequality proves uniqueness.

Existence is the standard Picard iteration argument: let X0 ≡
x0, let

Xn+1
t = x0 +

∫ t

0
F (Xn

s−, z) (µ− ν)(ds dz),

and prove that the sequence Xn converges.
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3.2 SDEs with stable processes

For one-dimensional Brownian motion, one can do much bet-
ter than Lipschitz continuity. The Yamada-Watanabe condi-
tion says pathwise uniqueness holds to dXt = σ(Xt) dWt if
|σ(x)− σ(y)| ≤ ρ(|x− y|) for some function ρ satisfying∫

0+

1

ρ(x)2 dx =∞.

There exists an analogue for stable processes of index between
1 and 2. (References: [6, Section 2] and [23].)

Theorem 3.2 Suppose Zt is a stable symmetric process of order
α with 1 < α < 2. Suppose ρ is a nondecreasing continuous
function on [0,∞) with∫

0+

1

ρ(x)α
dx =∞.

Suppose F is bounded and satisfies |F (x) − F (y)| ≤ ρ(|x − y|)
for all x, y. Then the solution to

dXt = F (Xt−) dZt

is pathwise unique.

Before proving this, a few remarks. First, pathwise uniqueness
automatically implies strong existence and weak uniqueness; the
argument for Brownian motion goes through. Second, the proofs
I know for Brownian motion do not go through for the stable
case with α < 2. Third, if |F (x) − F (y)| ≤ c|x − y|β, i.e., F is
Hölder of order β, then we need∫

0+

1

(|x|β)α
dx =∞,
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or αβ ≥ 1, or β ≥ 1/α. This agrees with the Brownian motion
case: β ≥ 1/2. For stable α processes, we see we need more
regularity (smoother F ) as α ↓ 1. When α = 1, our condition
says we almost need Lipschitz continuous F .

Proof. Let X1 and X2 be two solutions, Y = X1 −X2, Ht =
F (X1

t−)− F (X2
t−). So

Yt =

∫ t

0
Hs dZs.

Let an ↓ 0 such that∫ an

an+1

1

ρ(x)α
dx = n.

Let hn be nonnegative, C2 with support in [an+1, an], with
∫
hn =

1 and hn(x) ≤ 2/nρ(x)α. So far, the proof is exactly similar to
the Brownian motion case.

Let pt(x, 0) be the transition densities for a symmetric stable
process in one dimension,

gλ(x) =

∫ ∞
0

e−λtpt(x, 0) dt, Gλf(x) =

∫
f(y)gλ(x− y) dy.

The Fourier transform of pt(x, 0) is e−t|u|
α

, hence the Fourier
transform of gλ is 1/(λ+ |u|α), and it follows that gλ is bounded
and continuous, and gλ(x) < gλ(0) if x 6= 0.

Let fn = Gλhn, which is in C2, and let At =
∫ t

0 |Hs|α ds. If
one goes through a calculation very similar to the one where
we calculated the generator for symmetric stable processes, one
sees that
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f(Yt) = f(Y0) + martingale +

∫ t

0
|Hs|αLf(Ys−) ds.

By the product formula, using the fact that A is continuous and
of bounded variation,

E e−λAtfn(Zt)− fn(0) = E
∫ t

0
e−λAs d[fn(Ys)]− E

∫ t

0
λ|Hs|αfn(Ys−) ds

= E
∫ t

0
e−λAs|Hs|αLfn(Ys−) ds− E

∫ t

0
λ|Hs|αfn(Ys−) ds.

fn = Gλhn, so Lfn = λGλhn − hn = λfn − hn. Substituting, we
obtain

E e−λAtfn(Yt)− fn(0) = −
∫ t

0
e−λAt|Hs|αhn(Ys−) ds.

The last term is bounded in absolute value by

E
∫ t

0

1

ρ(Ys−)α
hn(Ys−) ds ≤ t

2

n
,

which tends to 0 as n → ∞. hn(x) dx tends weakly to point
mass at 0, so fn = Gλhn → gλ. Therefore

gλ(0)− E e−λAtgλ(Yt) = 0.

Since gλ(x) < gλ(0) if x 6= 0, this implies Yt = 0 a.s. (and
At = 0, a.s.) This is true for each rational t, and since Y is rcll,
that does it.

When α ≤ 1, then gλ is no longer bounded, and the proof
breaks down.
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The analogue of the Yamada-Watanabe condition is sharp:
if the integral is finite, one lets F (x) = ρ(|x|), and one gets
two solutions, the identically zero one, and a time change of
a symmetric stable process as the other. The proofs are very
similar to the Brownian motion case.

It is now known (despite what I wrote in one of my papers;
ignore Section 3 of [6]), that when α ≤ 1 and β < 1, there
are functions F that are bounded above and below by positive
constants that are Hölder continuous of order β and for which
pathwise uniqueness for the SDE

dXt = F (Xt−) dZt

fails. More about that soon.

The above theorem does raise some questions. If σ is bounded
above and below by positive constants, then the SDE

dXt = σ(Xt) dWt

has a pathwise unique solution if σ is (locally) of bounded vari-
ation (this is due to Nakao), and even if σ has locally finite
quadratic variation (due to LeGall). Is there any analogue of
this for stable processes with α > 1? Komatsu [23] states a
theorem analogous to that of Nakao, but there is an error in his
proof.

Another question: What about pathwise uniqueness for solu-
tions to (2.1) when F is not Lipschitz?

One can establish pathwise uniqueness for the SDE

dXt = dWt + f(Xt) dt

when f is in L1, or even more singular (e.g., a constant times the
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δ function provided the constant is strictly less than 1). What
about if Wt is replaced by a stable process?

If Zt (not necessarily stable here) has only finitely jumps in
each finite interval, pathwise uniqueness is almost trivial. What
if Z has countably many jumps in each finite interval, but Zt is
increasing?

Although the remark above shows that the analogue of the
Yamada-Watanabe condition is sharp, can one get a better the-
orem on pathwise uniqueness if we assume F is bounded above
and below by positive constants? The answer is, essentially no;
[8].

Theorem 3.3 If β < 1
α ∧ 1, then there exists F that is bounded

above and below by positive constants such that F is Hölder con-
tinuous of order β, but pathwise uniqueness does not hold for
the SDE

dXt = F (Xt−) dZt.

Notice that if α < 1, we can take β up to but not including
the value 1.

Let us give the idea of the proof. First, let Z and Z ′ be
independent stable processes of order α, and let

dXt = F (Xt−) dZt,

dX ′t(ε) = F (X ′t−(ε)) dZt + ε dZ ′t,

and
Y (ε) = X ′(ε)−X.

As ε→ 0, one can show that (X ′(ε), Y (ε), Z) converges (weakly),
and the limit Y solves

dYt = [F (Xt− + Yt−)− F (Xt−)] dZt,
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and then X + Y is another solution to our SDE. If T εb = inf{t :
|Yt(ε)| ≥ b} and we show that ET εb is bounded uniformly in ε,
say, by c, then

P(T εb ≥ 2c) ≤ E (T εb )

2c
≤ 1

2
,

or with probability at least 1
2 , T εb ≤ 2c, or |Y (ε)t| ≥ b for some

t ≤ 2c with probability at least 1
2 . This is preserved in the limit,

so Yt is not identically 0. Therefore it suffices to get a bound on
ET εb . Let us now drop the ε’s from the notation.

Let Ik = [2−k, 2−k+1] and I∗k = [2−k−1, 2−k+2]. We get an
estimate of the amount of time spent in Ik by Yt up to time Tb,
and then sum over k. We do the same for −Ik, show the amount
of time spent at 0 is 0, and we get our bound. By the strong
Markov property, the expected amount of time in Ik up to time
Tb is bounded by

[expected number of times Yt goes from Ik to I∗k before Tb]
(3.1)

× [maximum of the expected time for Yt to exit I∗k starting in Ik].

Yt is a time change of a stable process Wt, so it is enough to
estimate the number of crossings of a stable process. If Ri, Si
are the successive times the process enters Ik and leaves I∗k and
Nk is the number of crossings,

E
∫ Tb

0
1I∗k(Ws) ds ≥

∑
i

E (Si ∧ Tb −Ri ∧ Tb)

≥
∑
i

E
[
EWRiS1;Ri < Tb

]
≥ [ENk − 1] [ inf

x∈Ik
E xS1].
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The first term on the left can be estimated by the Green function
for W (which is bounded if α > 1, is of order − log |x − y| if
α = 1, and is of order |x− y|α−1 if α < 1), and similarly the last
factor on the right in the last line. We end up with

ENk ≤


c2k(α− 1), α > 1,

ck, α = 1,

c, α < 1.

(3.2)

The different behavior for different α is what gives the con-
straints on β.

Next we construct F . Let F0 be a sawtooth function with the
width of the teeth equal to 1 and the height 1. Let Fk be a
sawtooth function with the width of the teeth equal to 2−k and
the height 2−k, and then let

F =
∑
k

2−β
′kFk,

where β′ is some number slightly larger than β. It is not hard
to show F is Hölder continuous of order β.

Let’s now look at the second factor on the last line of (3.1). If
|F (x+ y)−F (x)| was bounded below for all x and y, life would
be easier, but this isn’t possible to do. We can show, though,
that if

Ak(θ) = {x : |F (x+ y)− F (x)| ≥ θ2−kβ for all y ∈ I∗k},

then the Lebesgue measure of Ak(θ) is at least a fixed proportion
of the length of Ik. So since F is bounded below, a time change
argument shows that the solution to dYt = [F (Xt− − Yt−) −
F (Xt−)] dZt spends at least a certain amount of time in Ak(θ).
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But if the process spends enough time in Ak(θ), then there is
a reasonable chance of having a jump larger than 2−k+2 in size,
which means the process exits I∗k before too long. This leads to
an upper bound on the exit time.

Beyond the above results, there are some results on weak ex-
istence, but not too much else. It would be nice to also have
some results where the driving process is not necessarily of fixed
order.

4 Potential theory

We look next at some potential theory for functions that are α-
harmonic. Let u be defined on all of Rd with some integrability
conditions. We say u is α-harmonic in a domain D if u(x) =
E xu(XτB) for every x ∈ B and every ball B ⊂ B ⊂ D, where Xt

is a d-dimensional symmetric stable process and τB is the time
of the first exit from B.

We say u is regular α-harmonic in D if u(x) = E xu(XτD) for
all x ∈ D. We will give an example of an α-harmonic function
that is not regular in a moment.

One can explicitly calculate the “Poisson kernel” for a ball B:
that is, find k(x, y) such that

Px(XτB ∈ A) =

∫
A

k(x, y) dy

for every A ⊂ Bc. This is done in the same way as for Brownian
motion, by using a Kelvin transformation, i.e., inversion in a
sphere. Then if we fix y ∈ Bc and let u(x) = k(x, y), we have a
function that is α-harmonic in B but not regular α-harmonic.
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Using the explicit formula for k(x, y), we can prove the Har-
nack inequality just as in the Brownian motion case.

Symmetric stable processes of order α have a scaling property.
To see this, look at the generator. A time change multiplies the
generator by a scalar, while a dilation does a change of variables.
There is the issue of∫

[. . .+ 1(|h|≤r)∇f(x) · h]
1

|h|d+α
dh

compared with the same thing with r replaced by 1, but by
symmetry, ∫

h 1(r≤|h|≤1)
1

|h|d+α
dh = 0.

4.1 Boundary Harnack principle

Let’s first talk about what the boundary Harnack principle (BHP)
says for Brownian motion. If we have a non-negative harmonic
function u in a domain D, then the Harnack inequality says that
the values of u are comparable in a ball away from the bound-
ary. In general, we cannot say much when we are in balls very
close to the boundary, that is, the constant of comparability gets
worse. If, however, the boundary values of u are zero on a part
of the boundary and the domain is reasonably regular, then not
only does u(x) → 0 as x tends to that part of the boundary,
but all such non-negative harmonic functions decay at the same
rate. More specifically,

Theorem 4.1 Let D be a reasonable domain, z0 ∈ ∂D, u, v
continuous on D, u, v non-negative and harmonic in D, and for
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some r, u and v are 0 on ∂D∩B(z0, 2r). Let x0 ∈ D∩B(z0, r).
Then there exists a constant c such that

u(x)

v(x)
≤ c

u(x0)

v(x0)
, x ∈ D ∩B(z0, r).

This is true for some domains but not all. An example of a
reasonable domain for which this is true is a Lipschitz domain,
one that agrees locally with the region above the graph of a
Lipschitz function.

Let us give an example of how the BHP can be used. If we
have a thin strip of length R and width about r with R � r,
then starting at x in the middle, the probability of exiting the
sides before hitting the lower boundary starting at x can be
shown to be of order e−cR/r. If x is near the middle in the long
direction, but δ above the lower boundary, the probability of
hitting the upper boundary before hitting the lower boundary is
of order δ. Using the BHP, we can get a more precise estimate.

Let u(x) be the probability of hitting the sides before the top
or bottom, and v(x) the probability of hitting the top before
the bottom. Let x0 be in the middle. Then v(x0) ≈ 1

2 , while
u(x0) ≈ e−cR/r. So if x is near the middle in the long direction
and δ above the bottom, then

u(x)

δ
≈ u(x)

v(x)
≈ e−cR/r

1/2
,

or
u(x) ≈ δe−cR/r.

The key to the proof of the BHP is to show that when exiting
B(z0, r) ∩D the probability of the exit position being in D but
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not too close to ∂D is not too much smaller than the probability
of the exit position being in D and close to ∂D. Of course, the
largest probability is when the exit position is in ∂D. This is
also the key to the proof for α-harmonic functions and we will
show how it goes.

First we need the following fact. Let D be a domain and
A ⊂ Dc. Let F (x, z) be 1 if x ∈ D, z ∈ A and 0 otherwise. We
know ∫ τD∧t

0

∫
F (Xs−, z)(µ− ν)(ds dz)

is a martingale. Let gD(x, y) be the Green function for D:

E
∫ τD

0
1C(Xs) ds =

∫
C

gD(x, y) dy.

Then

Px(XτD ∈ A) = E x

∫ τD

0

∫
1D(Xs−)1A(Xs− + z)µ(ds dz)

= E x

∫ τD

0

∫
1D(Xs−)1A(Xs− + z)n(dz) ds

=

∫ ∫
gD(x, y)1A(y + z)

1

|z|d+α
dz dy

=

∫ ∫
A

gD(x, y)

|y − z|d+α
dz dy.

Using Fubini, we then see that

Px(XτD ∈ dz) =
(∫ gD(x, y)

|y − z|d+α
dy
)
dz. (4.1)

Now let us look at the key fact for the BHP for α-harmonic
functions that are 0 in B(z0, r) ∩ Dc, due to [27]. Suppose D
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is the intersection of the region above the graph of a Lipschitz
function with a large ball. Let z0 ∈ ∂D be not too close to the
circumference of the large ball.

Lemma 4.2 Let r > 0 and x0 such that x0 ∈ B(z0, r) ∩ D
and dist (x0, ∂D) = r/2. There exists c such that if x ∈ D ∩
B(z0, r/4), then

Px(XτD ∈ B(z0, r)
c) ≤ cPx(Xt hits B(x0, r/4) before exiting D).

To prove this, write B for B(z0, r). Then from the formula
(4.1)

Px(XτD ∈ Bc) =

∫
Bc

∫
D

gD(x, y)

|y − z|d+α
dy dz

=

∫
D

∫
Bc

gD(x, y)

|y − z|d+α
dz dy

≤ c

∫
D

gD(x, y) dy (4.2)

For x fixed, gD(x, y) is α-harmonic as a function of y, except
when y = x, and so by Harnack

gD(x, x0) ≥ c

∫
B(x0,r/4)

gD(x, y) dy. (4.3)

Let C = B(x0, r/4). Since gD(x, y) = 0 if y /∈ D,

gD(x, x0) = E x0gD(x,XτC)

=

∫
Cc∩D

gD(x, z)
[ ∫

C

gC(x0, y)

|y − z|d+α
dy
]
dz

≥ c

∫
Cc∩D

gD(x, z) dz

= c

∫
D∩Cc

gD(x, y) dy. (4.4)
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Combining (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4)

gD(x, x0) ≥ c

∫
gD(x, y) dy ≥ Px(XτD ∈ Bc).

Finally, by Harnack,

gD(x, x0) = c

∫
B(x0,r/4)

gD(x, z) dz

≤ E x0

[ ∫ τD

0
1C(Xs) ds;Xt hits C before exiting D

]
≤ cPx(Xt hits C before exiting D).

4.2 Fatou theorem

References here are [16] and [17].

Let D be the upper half space (or more generally, a Lips-
chitz domain, although we’ll restrict attention to upper half
spaces). If f is bounded (or non-negative or in Lp for some
p) and u(x) = E xf(XτD), where X is Brownian motion, then
it is known that the nontangential limits of u exist and equal f
a.e. More precisely, if D is the upper half space in Rd and for
each z ∈ ∂D we let

Cz = {(w, y) : w ∈ Rd−1, y ≥ 0, |w − z| < y},

then for almost every z ∈ ∂D (with respect to (d−1)-dimensional
Lebesgue measure,

lim
x∈Cz,x→z

u(x) = f(z).

What about when X is a symmetric stable process? Of course
here we need f defined on Dc.
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But even when f is bounded, the limit theorem is not neces-
sarily true. For example, let d = 2 and define f on Dc to be 0
or 1. Set it equal to 1 on the strip from y = −ε to y = −ε−1.
If ε is small enough, and w = (x, 1), then with high probability
XτD will lie in this strip and so u(w) will be close to 1. Define
f to be 0 when y < −1. On the strip −ε3 ≤ y < −ε define f to
be 0.

So starting at (x, ε2), with high probability the exit position
will be in this second strip, and so u(x, ε2) is close to 0. Con-
tinuing to define f on the strips −ε2k+1 < y < −ε2k−1 with
alternating 1’s and 0’s, we see we do not have convergence for
any z ∈ ∂D.

Therefore we need some regularity for f . Let us define Lpβ to
be the set of functions f such that

‖f‖Lpβ = ‖f‖p + sup
t>0

‖f( · + t)− f( · )‖p
|t|β

<∞.

This is a well known space, known as the Lp-Hölder continuous
functions. Here p ≥ 1 and β ∈ (0, 1). Such f need not be
continuous unless βp > d. Note that L∞β are the usual Hölder
continuous functions of order β.

Our theorem is

Theorem 4.3 If f is bounded and in Lpβ and βp > 1, then
nontangential limits of u exist for a.e. z ∈ ∂D.

When βp ∈ (1, d), then f need not be continuous, but one can
still define a notion of the trace of f on ∂D. Define Tf(z) = f(z)
if z ∈ ∂D and f is continuous. It is possible to show that
the operator T can be extended in one and only one way to a
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continuous operator on Lpβ. In this case, it turns out that the
nontangential limit of u is Tf a.e.

The example above shows that βp > 1 is sharp. First take
f as above, except 0 outside some large ball of radius R and
multiply it by a mollifier that is supported in the ball of radius
R and is 1 on the ball of radius R/2. This large ball modification
doesn’t really affect things, so we might as well assume we are
in dimension 1.

Next modify f slightly. Let f be as before, but make it linear
between −(1 − δ)ε2k+1 and −(1 + δ)ε2k+1. If we take δ much
smaller than ε, this doesn’t mess up the oscillation of u.

Let us look at |f(x + t) − f(x)|. This is bounded by 2, and
we use that bound when ε2k < t/4. When ε2k ≥ t/4, then the
difference is either 0 or is bounded by t times the derivative:
ctε−2k. The measure of such x’s is at most ct. If k0 is such that
ε2k0 ≈ t and p > 1, then we have

‖f( · + t)− f( · )‖p ≤ c
(∑
k≤k0

(ctε−2k)pt+ 2t
)1/p

≤ ct1/p
(
ε−2k0ptp

)1/p

= ct1/p.

If β = 1/p, then we have that our f is in Lpβ.

To prove Theorem 4.3, there are two main steps, bounding a
maximal function, and then using the maximal function. Unlike
the Brownian motion case, we construct the maximal function
in Dc. Let L be a large integer, and for z ∈ ∂D, let Aij(z)
be a box of side length 2−i and whose center has horizontal
component z + j2−i and vertical component −22−2i. Let Fij(x)
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be the average of |f | over Aij(x). Let Gi(x) = sup|j|≤L Fij(x)
and M(x) = supi≥0Gi(x).

Let β′ < β but with β′p > 1. Suppose we can show that the
L1 norm of M (with respect to (d − 1)-dimensional Lebesgue
measure) is bounded be a constant times the Lpβ′ norm of f .
Given ε and f ∈ Lpβ, we can find g continuous with compact
support and h ∈ Lpβ′ with h having Lpβ′ norm less than ε and L∞

norm less than a constant multiple of the L∞ norm of f such
that f = g + h. Since g is continuous, its harmonic extension
converges nontangentially, so we need to look at the nontangen-
tial convergence of the harmonic extension of h. The L1 norm
of the maximal function for h is bounded by a constant times ε.
Choose δ small and R large such that

P(x,y)(|XτD − x| > Ry) < ε

and
P(x,y)(XτD > −δy) < ε.

By taking L large enough, we have

{(v, w) : |(v, w)− (x, 0)| < Ry,w < −δy} ⊂
⋃

|j|≤L,i≥0

Aij(x).

Since h is bounded, we see that up to some multiple of ε, the
oscillation of h is bounded by the maximal function, which is
small except possibly on a small set.

So the proof comes down to getting an estimate on the max-
imal function. The main estimate is to get a bound on the L1

norm of
|Fi+1,j1(x)− Fi,j2(x)|

with |j1|, |j2| ≤ L. Since the sup over 2L+ 1 elements is compa-
rable to the sum over 2L+1 elements, this will give us essentially
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the same bound on the L1 norm of

|Gi+1(x)−Gi(x)|.

It will turn out that this bound is of the form c2−γi for some
γ > 0. Since ‖G1‖1 is easily seen to be finite, then from

‖M‖1 ≤ ‖G1‖1 +
∑
i≥0

‖Gi+1 −Gi‖1,

we get our bound on ‖M‖1.
So let’s look at |Fi+1,j1(x)−Fi,j2(x)| Let us suppose j1 = j2 =

0, though this is just for simplification. By dividing Ai0 into
2d equal subcube, we see that we need to look at the difference
between two cubes of side length 2−i that are about 2−i apart.
Let t be the vector that goes from the center of one cube to the
center of the other. the length of t is of order 2−i. If we integrate
over the x variable, f(w+ t)− f(w) for a given w occurs in the
integrand for many x’s, in fact for a set of measure 2−i(d−1). We
also get a factor 2id because we are looking at averages, not
integrals. So if B(x) and B′(x) are our two cubes, then

2id
∫ ∣∣∣ ∫

B(x)
|f |−

∫
B′(x)
|f |
∣∣∣ dx ≤ c2i

∫
1E(z)|f(z+ t)−f(z)| dz,

where E is the product of some big ball with a strip of width
c2−i. So using Hölder’s inequality, the above is bounded by

c2i‖f( · + t)− f( · )‖p(2−i)1/q ≤ c2i(1−
1
q )|t|β = c2i/p2−iβ.

This is summable in i if β > 1/p, or if βp > 1.

Besides the BHP (which has been shown to hold much more
generally than in Lipschitz domains), results are known on the
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Martin boundary, intrinsic ultracontractivity, and on the condi-
tional gauge.

Take almost any potential result for Brownian motion, and the
analogue for symmetric stable processes would be interesting.

Here are a few open problems. First of all, it is known that
the Fatou theorem holds in Lipschitz domains. Can it be shown
to hold in more general domains? A class of domains to consider
is the following: a Lipschitz domain is locally the region above
the graph of a Lipschitz function Φ, and Φ Lipschitz means ∇Φ
is in L∞. What if L∞ is replaced by Lp? These are known as
Lp1 domains. Results are known for harmonic functions in these
domains with respect to the Laplacian, but not with respect to
α-harmonic functions.

An irritating feature of the Fatou theorem above is that we
required f to be bounded. It would be nice to eliminate this
restriction.

The hitting distribution of Brownian motion in a Lipschitz
domain is known to be equivalent to surface measure, and the
Radon-Nikodym derivative is in L2+ε with respect to surface
measure for some ε > 0. What is the analogue for symmetric
stable processes? Here one would replace surface measure by
Lebesgue measure on the complement of the domain. What
about extensions to Lp1 domains?
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5 Weak uniqueness

5.1 The perturbation method

The most common way of proving weak uniqueness is the per-
turbation approach. Let Rλ be a resolvent, that is,

Rλf(x) = E x

∫ ∞
0

e−λtf(Xt) dt,

for some known process. Formally, Rλ = (λ−A)−1, where A is
the generator of the process. Now consider the generator A+B,
and let Sλ be the resolvent of the corresponding process. We
expect

Sλf = Rλf +RλBRλf +Rλ(BRλ)
2f + · · · .

This is plausible, since

(λ−A− B)
[
Rλ

( ∞∑
i=0

(BRλ)
i
)]

= (λ−A)Rλ

∞∑
i=0

(BRλ)
i − BRλ

∞∑
i=0

(BRλ)
i

= the identity.

This is more or less fine if ‖BRλ‖ < 1 for some norm. An
additional complication is if the norm is not L∞ or Cα or some-
thing like that, the the formula for Sλf only holds a.e., and an
additional argument is needed to go from almost everywhere to
everywhere.

Let’s look at a simple example. Suppose we are in one di-
mension, α > 1, A is the generator of a symmetric stable
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process of index α and Bf(x) = b(x)f ′(x). Then Rλf(x) =∫
f(y)rλ(x, y) dy, where rλ(x, y) dies off rapidly as |x− y| tends

to infinity and is asymptotically
c

|x− y|1−α

when |x − y| is small. Not worrying about the behavior at in-
finity,

BRλf(x) ≈ −b(x)

∫
|x−y|≤1

f(y)
c

|x− y|2−α
dy.

This is bounded in absolute value by

c‖b‖∞ ‖f‖∞
∫
|x−y|≤1

1

|x− y|2−α
≤ 1

2‖f‖∞

if α > 1 and ‖b‖∞ is sufficiently small.

How can we make this all more precise? Let L be a generator
of the form

Lf(x) =

∫
[f(x+ h)− f(x)− 1(|h|≤1)∇f(x) · h]

A(x, h)

|h|d+α
dh.

The processes corresponding to this class of generators are some-
times called stable-like processes; [19].

We say a probability measure P is a solution to the martingale
problem for L started at a point x0 if P(X0 = x0) and f(Xt)−
f(X0)−

∫ t
0 Lf(Xs) ds is a P-martingale whenever f ∈ C2

b . Here
Ω = D[0,∞), Xt(ω) = ω(t), and Ft is the filtration generated
by X.

It is known ([24]) that existence and uniqueness of the a solu-
tion to the martingale problem is equivalent to weak existence
and weak uniqueness for the solution of an affiliated SDE.

Let us give a special case of a more general theorem ([15]).
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Theorem 5.1 Suppose for some ε > 0 we have |A(x, h)− 1| ≤
chε for all |h| ≤ 1. Suppose also that A(x,−h) = A(x, h) for
all x and h. Then for each x there is a unique solution to the
martingale problem for L started at x.

One consequence of this is that there is a strong Markov pro-
cess associated with L.

Proof. First of all, jumps of size larger than δ come at discrete
times, and if we have uniqueness up to the first such jump time,
this completely determines the distribution of the jump, and we
can then run until the second jump larger than h, and so on.
So without loss of generality we may assume A(x, h) = 1 for all
|h| ≥ δ for some δ.

Let P be a solution to the martingale problem started at x0.
Let

Sλf = E
∫ ∞

0
e−λtf(Xt) dt.

We don’t know anything about the solution being a Markov
process, so we cannot consider Sλ a resolvent, and so don’t write
Sλf(x0). If f ∈ C2

b , then

E f(Xt)− f(x0) = E
∫ t

0
Lf(Xs) ds.
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Multiply by e−λt and integrate over t:

Sλf −
1

λ
f(x0) =

∫ ∞
0

e−λtE
∫ t

0
Lf(Xs) ds dt

=

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
s

e−λtELf(Xs) dt ds

=

∫ ∞
0

e−λs

λ
ELf(Xs) ds

=
1

λ
Sλ(Lf).

Let A be the generator of symmetric stable process of index α

and let Rλ be the corresponding resolvent. Then if f = Rλg, we
have

Af = A(Rλg) = λRλg − g.
Letting B = L −A, then

λSλRλg = Rλg(x0) + SλBRλg + Sλ(λRλg − g),

or
Sλg = Rλg(x0) + SλBRλg.

This is the analogue of the series expansion for Sλ that we wrote
earlier.

If Siλ, i = 1, 2, correspond to two solutions, then

(S1
λ − S2

λ)g = (S1
λ − S2

λ)BRλg.

If ‖BRλ‖ < 1 for some norm and

Θ = sup
‖g‖≤1

|(S1
λ − S2

λ)g|,

we get
Θ ≤ Θ‖BRλ‖,
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which implies that Θ equals either 0 or infinity.

If Θ = 0, then we have S1
λg = S2

λg, and by the uniqueness
of the Laplace transform, we get E 1g(Xt) = E 2g(Xt) for al-
most every t. If g is continuous, using the right continuity of
Xt shows this holds for all t, and we thus get the uniqueness
of the one-dimensional distributions. An argument of Stroock-
Varadhan shows that this is enough to imply uniqueness of the
finite dimensional distributions, which is what we want.

So one of the things we need to do is rule out Θ =∞. Stroock
and Varadhan have an argument to do this, but to make it go
through, one needs

|Rλg(x)| ≤ c‖g‖
for every x. We are going to use the L2 norm, and this won’t be
true in general. The way to get around it is to take the initial
distribution to be random with a nice density. Since one has
uniqueness for all such starting distributions, one can conclude
uniqueness for almost every starting point. Finally, we can use
the Harnack inequality and regularity of resolvents (see the next
section!) to go to uniqueness for every starting point.

So we need an L2 bound on BRλ. For simplicity, let us take
α < 1 and d, the dimension, equal to 1. Using the fact that
A(x, h) = 1 if |h| ≥ 1 and symmetry, we have that for all x

|BRλf(x)| =
∣∣∣ ∫ δ

−δ
[Rλf(x+ h)−Rλf(x)]

A(x, h)− 1

|h|1+α dh
∣∣∣

≤
∫ δ

0
|Rλf(x+ h) +Rλf(x− h)− 2Rλf(x)||A(x, h)− 1|

|h|1+α dh

≤
∫ δ

0
|Rλf(x+ h) +Rλf(x− h)− 2Rλf(x)| hε

|h|1+α dh.
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Therefore

‖BRλf‖2 ≤ c

∫ δ

0
‖Rλf( · +h)+Rλf( · −h)−2Rλf( · )‖2

hε

h1+α dh.

By Parseval,

‖Rλf( · + h) +Rλf( · − h)− 2Rλf( · )‖22

= c

∫
|eiuh + e−iuh − 2|2|R̂λf(u)|2 du

≤ c

∫
|f̂(u)|2

(λ+ |u|α)2 (|u|α|h|α)2 du

≤ c|h|2α‖f‖22.

Therefore

‖BRλf‖2 ≤ c

∫ δ

0
‖f‖2

hαhε

h1+α dh ≤ c‖f‖2δε.

This will be less than 1
2‖f‖2 if we take δ small enough.

5.2 Variable order

The perturbation approach is a powerful one, but it does not
handle jump operators like

Lf(x) =

∫
Rd

[f(x+ h)− f(x)− 1(|h|≤1)∇f(x) · h]
1

|h|d+α(x) dh.

The corresponding processes are also sometimes called stable-
like; [4]. There are variable order operators, and are a special
case of

Lf(x) =

∫
Rd

[f(x+ h)− f(x)− 1(|h|≤1)∇f(x) · h]n(x, h) dh,
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or even

Lf(x) =

∫
Rd

[f(x+ h)− f(x)− 1(|h|≤1)∇f(x) · h]n(x, dh).

Let’s consider a special case: d = 1, 0 < η < α(x) < 1−η < 1
for all x (so we don’t have to to consider the ∇f term), and
then

Lf(x) =

∫
R
[f(x+ h)− f(x)]

1

|h|1+α(x) dh.

The following is from [4].

Theorem 5.2 Suppose α(x) is Hölder continuous of order γ.
Then the martingale problem for L started at x0 has a unique
solution for each x0.

Proof. The idea is a sort of perturbation argument, but we
don’t perturb off a Markov process. Let rβλ be the resolvent
density for a stable symmetric process of oder β. We don’t need
to worry about behavior at infinity, and near 0, we have

rβλ(x, y) ∼ c

|x− y|1−β
.

Let
H(x, y) = r

α(y)
λ (x, y) ≈ c

|x− y|1−α(y) .

If g is smooth with compact support, let

f(x) =

∫
H(x, y)g(y) dy.

Now f might not be in C2
b , but let’s pretend it is. What one

does is do an additional smoothing by an approximation to the
identity.
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With this proviso, we have as before

Sλ(λ− L)f = f(x0),

where Sλf = E
∫∞

0 e−λtf(Xt) dt. If we have two solutions, then

(S1
λ − S2

λ)(λ− L)f = 0.

Suppose we show

(λ− L)f(x) = g(x) +Kg(x) (5.1)

with Kg(x) =
∫
K(x, y)g(y) dy and∫

|K(x, y)| dy ≤ 1
2

for all x. Then defining

Θ = sup
‖F‖∞≤1

|(S1
λ − S2

λ)F |,

we have

|(S1
λ − S2

λ)g| ≤ |(S1
λ − S2

λ)Kg| ≤ Θ‖Kg‖∞ ≤ 1
2Θ‖g‖∞,

and hence Θ ≤ 1
2Θ. Unlike the previous theorem, here we know

|Sλg| ≤ ‖g‖∞/λ, and hence Θ = 0. We then proceed as before.

So we need to show (5.1). Let

Mβf(x) =

∫
[f(x+ h)− f(x)]

1

|h|1+β dh,

and we then have

(λ− L)f(x) = (λ−Mα(x))f(x)

=

∫
(λ−Mα(y))

1

|x− y|1−α(y)g(y) dy

+

∫
[Mα(y) −Mα(x)]

1

|x− y|1−α(y)g(y) dy

= I1 + I2.
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Look at I1. The operator Mβ operates on the x variable, so
the α(y) doesn’t play an important role, and

I1 ≈
∫
δ0(x− y)g(y) dy = g(x).

Using the approximate identity helps make this rigorous.

We let

K(x, y) = [Mα(y) −M)α(x)]
1

|x− y|1−α(y) .

So we need to consider∫
R

[ 1

|x− y + h|1−α(y) −
1

|x− y|1−α(y)

] [ 1

|h|1+α(y) −
1

|h|1+α(x)

]
dh.

(5.2)
Let R = |x− y|. We break the integral into a number of pieces:
h ∈ [−3R/2,−R/2], h ∈ (−∞,−3R/2), etc. The first piece is
the hardest and most important. So h ≈ −R, and the second
factor in the integrand in (5.2) is equal to[ 1

|h|1+α(y)

] [
1− |h|α(y)−α(x)

]
.

This in turn is approximately

R−1−α(y)
[
1− e(α(y)−α(x)) log |h|

]
≤ cR−1−α(y)|α(y)− α(x)| | log |h| |
≤ cR−1−α(y)Rγ logR

≤ cR−1−α(y)+γ/2.

So we are now looking at∫ −R/2
−3R/2

1

|R + h|1−α(y)R
−1−α(y)+γ/2 ≈ R−1+γ/2.
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Hence
|K(x, y)| ≈ |x− y|γ/2−1,

which integrates (locally) to something bounded in x.

To get the integral less than 1
2 , this can be done by taking λ

large enough and including its influence in the calculations.

From the proof we see that it is enough that for some ε > 0

|α(x)− α(x)| ≤ 1

| log |x− y| |2+ε .

By using Fourier analysis, one can do even a bit better and have
the 2 in the above replaced by 1.

Theorem 5.2 has been greatly generalized in [28]. On the other
hand, it is known that uniqueness for the martingale problem
does not always hold; see [1, Section 6]. When exactly does
uniqueness hold?

Consider the system of SDEs

dX i
t =

d∑
j=1

Aij(Xt−) dZj
t ,

where the Zj are independent 1-dimensional symmetric stable
processes of order α, Aij(x) is continuous in x, and for each
x the matrix A(x) is bounded and nondegenerate. This is the
analogue of the SDEs used to define diffusions on Rd. Under the
above conditions it was proved in [9] that weak existence and
uniqueness of the solution to the above system of SDEs holds.
The case where the Zj are independent but stable symmetric
processes of ordeer αj, where αj depends on j, would be of
interest to people in financial mathematics.
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What about martingale problems where the operator is de-
rived from an SDE defined in terms of Poisson point processes?

If the A(x, h) are not continuous, but only measurable, can
one show existence of a solution of the martingale problem? One
needs an analogue of Krylov’s inequality (essentially equivalent
to the Alexandrov-Bakel’man-Pucci estimate from PDE). Some
progress on Krylov’s inequality in this context has been made
by Foondun.

6 Harnack inequalities

We now turn to Harnack inequalities. These have a long history
in PDE, notable being the one of Moser for divergence form
operators and the one of Krylov-Safonov for nondivergence form
operators. Harnack inequalities have a number of important
uses, one being the proof of regularity of solutions to a PDE.

All those Harnack inequalities were for operators that were
local, i.e., were differential in form. Here we are going to look
at Harnack for non-local operators.

The class of operators we are going to consider are ones with
generator of the form

Lf(x) =

∫
[f(x+h)−f(x)−1(|h|≤1)∇f(x) ·h]

A(x, h)

|h|d+α
dh. (6.1)

We assume

0 < c1 ≤ A(x, h) ≤ c2, x, h ∈ Rd,

and
A(x,−h) = A(x, h), x, h ∈ Rd.
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The second condition can be relaxed, but the first is crucial –
Harnack need not hold without it.

We will also assume that there is a solution to the martingale
problem for L started at each x, and that these solutions form
a strong Markov process.

The reference for this section is [13].

6.1 Preliminaries

We need a few preliminary facts.

1. Scaling: if Yt = aXta−α, then Y is also stable-like with

AY (x, h) = a−(d+α)AX(a−1x, a−1h).

2. Lévy system formula: Suppose A ∩B = ∅. Then∑
s≤t

1(Xs−∈A,Xs∈B) −
∫ t

0
1A(Xs)

∫
B

A(Xs, u−Xs)

|u−Xs|d+α
du ds

is a Px-martingale for each x.

Proof. For simplicity let us take α < 1, so we can drop the
∇f term. Let f ∈ C2 with f = 0 on A and f = 1 on B. The
process Mt = f(Xt)− f(X0)−

∫ t
0 Lf(Xs) ds is a martingale, so∫ t

0 1A(Xs−) dMs is also a martingale.

If x ∈ A, then f(x) = 0, so

Lf(x) =

∫
f(x+ h)

A(x, h)

|h|d+α
dh =

∫
f(u)

A(x, u− x)

|u− x|d+α
du.

On the other hand

f(Xt)− f(X0) =
∑
s≤t

[f(Xs)− f(Xs−)],
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so ∑
s≤t

[1A(Xs−)(f(Xs)− f(Xs−))]−
∫ t

0
1A(Xs−)Lf(Xs) ds

is a martingale. In the last integral we can change Xs− to Xs

since the two integrands differ on a countable set.

Taking limits completes the proof.

3. Estimates on exit times:

Let τA be the times of the first exit from A.

a. There exists c such that

Px(sup
s≤t
|Xs −X0| > 1) ≤ ct.

Proof. We may assume x = 0. Take f ∈ C2 taking values in
[0, 1] such that f(x) = 0 and f(y) = 1 if |y| ≥ 1. Then

|Lf(z)| ≤ c

∫
|h|≤1
|h|2A(z, h)|
|h|d+α

dh

+ c

∫
|h|>1

A(z, h)|
|h|d+α

dh

≤ c.

Hence

P0(τB(0,1) ≤ t) ≤ E 0f(XτB(0,1)∧t)− f(0)

= E 0
∫ τB(0,1)∧t

0
Lf(Xs) ds ≤ ct.

b. Let ε > 0. There exists c such that

E xτB(x,r) ≥ crα
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if |z − x| ≤ (1− ε)r.

Proof. We may take x = 0 and by scaling, r = 1. Then

Pz(τB(0,1) ≤ εαt) ≤ Pz( sup
s≤εαt

|Xs −X0| ≥ ε) ≤ ct ≤ 1
2

if t is small enough. Hence

E zτB(x,1) ≥ εαtPz(τB(x,1) ≥ εαt) ≥ εαt/2.

c. There exists c such that

E zτB(x,r) ≤ crα

for all z.

Proof. By scaling we take r = 1. Let S be the time of the first
jump larger than 2 in size. Then

Pz(S ≤ 1) = E z
∑
s≤S∧1

1(|Xs−Xs−|>2)

= E z

∫ S∧1

0

∫
|h|>2

A(Xs, h)

|h|d+α
dh ds

≥ cE z(S ∧ 1) ≥ cPz(S > 1).

This implies Pz(S ≤ 1) ≥ c′, and a standard argument finishes
the proof.

4. Hitting sets: Suppose F ⊂ B(x, 1). There exists c such
that

Py(X hits F before exiting B(x, 3)) ≥ c|F |, y ∈ B(x, 2).

Proof. Write τ for the first exit time from B(x, 3) and T for
the first hitting time of F . If Xs ∈ B(x, 3) and u ∈ B(x, 1),
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then |Xs − u| is bounded above. Hence

Py(T < τ) ≥ E y
∑

s≤T∧τ∧t

1(Xs 6=Xs−,Xs∈F )

= E y

∫ T∧τ∧t

0

∫
F

A(Xs, u−Xs)

|u−Xs|d+α
du ds

≥ c|F |E y(T ∧ τ ∧ t).

Now

E y(T ∧ τ ∧ t0) ≥ t0Py(T ≥ τ ≥ t0)

≥ t0[1− Py(T < τ)− Py(τ < t0)].

Choose t0 such that Py(τ < t0) ≤ 1/4. If Py(T < τ) ≥ 1/4, we
are done, so assume Py(T < τ) ≤ 1/4. But then E y(T ∧τ∧t0) ≥
t0.

5. Hitting distributions:

If H is bounded, nonnegative, and supported in B(z, 2r)c, and
z, z′ ∈ B(x, (1− ε)r), then

E zH(XτB(x,r)
) ≤ cE z′H(XτB(x,r)

).

Proof. Let τ be the exit time from B(x, r). It suffices to prove
the result for H = 1F with F ⊂ B(x, 2r)c. Since 1F (Xτ) is
non-zero only if there is a jump from B(x, r) to B(x, 2r)c, we
have

E z1F (Xt∧τ) = E z

∫ t∧τ

0

∫
F

A(Xs, u−Xs)

|u−Xs|d+α
du ds

≤ cE z

∫ t∧τ

0

∫
F

1

|u− x|d+α
du ds,
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using the fact that |u − Xs| is comparable to |u − x| if Xs ∈
B(x, r) and |u− x| ≥ 2r. If we let t→∞, we get

E z1F (Xτ) ≤ c(E zτ)

∫
F

du

|u− x|d+α
≤ crα

∫
F

du

|u− x|d+α
.

We get the same lower bound (with a different c) for E z′1F (Xτ)
in the same way.

6.2 Harnack inequality

We want to show

Theorem 6.1 There exists c such that if h is nonnegative and
bounded in Rd and L-harmonic in B(x0, 16), then

h(x) ≤ ch(y), x, y ∈ B(x0, 1).

We make a few remarks.

1. We require h bounded on Rd only to make sure the notion
of L-harmonic is well defined. c does not depend on the bound
on h.

2. Saying h is L-harmonic means

h(Xt∧τB(x0,16)
)

is a martingale with respect to each starting point.

3. If h is not nonnegative on all of Rd, examples show that
the Harnack inequality might not hold.

4. Scaling and usual arguments show that if D is a connected
domain, E is a compact subset of D, and h is nonnegative and
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bounded on Rd and L-harmonic on D, then there exists c such
that

h(x) ≤ ch(y), x, y ∈ E.

Proof. Multiplying by a constant, we may assume infB(x0,1) h =
1/2. Choose z0 ∈ B(x0, 1) such that h(z0) < 1. (We don’t yet
know that h is continuous.)

Suppose there exists a point x1 ∈ B(x0, 1) such that h(x1) =
K, where K will be chosen later. We will then show that we
can find R = R(K) < 1, q < 1, β > 0 and a point x2 such that
|x2 − x1| ≤ Rq and h(x2) ≥ (1 + β)K, and then a point x3 such
that |x3 − x2| ≤ Rq2 with h(x3) ≥ (1 + β)2K, and so on. If we
take K large enough so that R is small enough, this will imply
that h is unbounded in B(x0, 4), a contradiction.

We will also choose ζ, η later. Write Br for B(x1, r) and τr
for the corresponding exit time. Choose r such that |Br/3| =
c/(ηK). If A is compact and contained in A′ = {w ∈ Br/3 :
h(w) ≥ ζK} and TA is the hitting time of A, then

1 ≥ h(z0) ≥ E z0[h(XTA∧τ16);TA < τ16]

≥ ζKPz0(TA < τ16)

≥ cζK|A|.

This is true for any compact set contained in A′, so is true for A′

as well. So we want to choose ζ,K such that |A′|/|Br/3| ≤ 1/2.

With H = h1Bc2r , if x ∈ Br and

E x[h(Xτr);Xτr /∈ B2r] ≥ ηK,

then for all y ∈ Br

h(y) ≥ cE x[h(Xτr);Xτr /∈ B2r] ≥ cηK ≥ ζK,
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which can’t happen since A′ is not all of Br/3.

Let M = supB2r
h. Let C be compact and contained in

B(x1, r/3) \ A′ with |C| at least a third of the volume of Br/3.
Then

K = h(x1) = E x1[h(XTC);TC < τr]

+ E x1[h(Xτr); τr < TC ;Xτr < TC , Xτr ∈ B2r]

+ E x1[h(Xτr); τr < TC ;Xτr < TC , Xτr /∈ B2r]

≤ ζKPx1(TC < τr) +MPx1(τr < TC) + ηK,

and hence

M

K
≥ 1− η − ζPx1(TC < τr)

1− Px1(TC < τr)
≥ 1 + 2β.

Thus there must exist x2 ∈ B(x1, 2r) such that h(x2) ≥ K(1+β).
We have η, ζ small, and K ≈ r−d. So if K is large, then r is
small, and we stay within B2.

6.3 Regularity

We will prove that harmonic functions are Hölder continuous.
Once we have that, we can prove

Theorem 6.2 If f is bounded and Sλf is bounded, then

Sλf(x) = E x

∫ ∞
0

e−λtf(Xt) dt

is Hölder continuous for λ ≥ 0.
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Proof. Let’s first do the case λ = 0. We write

S0f(x)− S0f(x′) = E x

∫ τε

0
f(Xs) ds+ E xS0f(Xτε)

− E x′
∫ τε

0
f(Xs) ds− E x′S0f(Xτε).

The first and third terms are bounded by c‖f‖∞εα and the sec-
ond and fourth terms together are less than c|x−x′|β‖f‖∞ since
S0f is harmonic in Bε. We take ε = 4|x− x′|1∧(β/α), which gives
the Hölder continuity of S0.

If g has compact support, let f = g−λSλg. Then S0f = Sλg,
which has L∞ norm bounded by ‖g‖∞/λ, and ‖f‖∞ ≤ 2‖g‖∞.
By taking limits, we can eliminate the assumption of g having
compact support.

We now look at harmonic functions.

Theorem 6.3 If h is bounded on Rd and L harmonic in B(x0, 2),
then h is Hölder continuous in B(x0, 1):

|h(x)− h(y)| ≤ c‖h‖∞|x− y|β, x, y ∈ B(x0, 1).

Proof. We may suppose 0 ≤ h ≤M on Rd. We will find ρ < 1
small and γ < 1 close to 1 such that

sup
B(x,ρk)

h− inf
B(x,ρk)

h ≤Mγk (6.2)

for each k, which will prove the theorem. Let Bi = B(x, ρi),
τi = τBi, ai = infBi h, bi = supBi h.

We use induction. Suppose we have (6.2) for all i ≤ k and
let’s prove it for i = k + 1.
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ak ≤ h ≤ bk on Bk+1. Let A′ = {z ∈ Bk+1 : h(z) ≤ ak+bk
2 }

and suppose |A′|/|Bk+1| ≥ 1/2; if not, look at M − h. Pick
y, z ∈ Bk+1 such that h(y) ≥ bk+1 − ε, h(z) ≤ ak+1 + ε. Take A
compact contained in A′ with |A′|/|Bk+1| ≥ 1/3. Then

h(y)− h(z) = E y[h(XTA)− h(z);TA < τk]

+ E y[h(Xτk)− h(z); τk < TA, Xτk ∈ Bk−1]

+
∞∑
i=1

E y[h(Xτk)− h(z); τk < TA, Xτk ∈ Bk−i−1 \Bk−i].

The first term is bounded by(ak + bk
2

− ak
)
Py(TA < τk).

The second term is bounded by

(bk − ak)Py(τk < TA).

The sum is bounded by

∞∑
i=1

(bk−i−1 − ak−i−1)Py(Xτk /∈Bk−i)

≤
∞∑
i=1

cMγk−i−1(ρk)α/(ρk−i)α

= cMγk
∞∑
i=1

(ρα/γ)i

≤ cMγk

with c small if we take γ close to 1 and ρ small. Then

h(y)− h(z) ≤ 1
2(bk − ak)Py(TA < τk) + (bk − ak)(1− Py(TA < τk) + cMγk

≤Mγk(1
2P + (1− P ) + c) ≤Mγk+1
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if γ and ρ are chosen appropriately; here P = Py(TA < τk).
Therefore bk+1 − ak+1 ≤ Mγk+1 + 2ε. Since ε is arbitrary, that
does it.

Foondun has considered operators that consist of a diffusion
coefficient and a jump part and proved the Harnack inequality
for such operators.

In [10] and [11] the Harnack inequality and regularity of har-
monic functions with respect to operators of variable order was
considered. In the first, the class of operators considered was of
the form

Lf(x) =

∫
[f(x+ h)− f(x)− 1(|h|≤1)∇f(x) · h]n(x, h) dh,

where n(x, h) satisfies

c1
1

|h|d+α
≤ n(x, h) ≤ c2

1

|h|d+β
, |h| ≤ 1, (6.3)

with an additional assumption when |h| > 1. It was shown that
the Harnack inequality holds if 0 < α < β < 2 and β − α < 1.
Is the last assumption necessary? Some condition on the large
jumps (where |h| > 1) was shown to be necessary, but the form
seems unduly restrictive. It would be nice to have a better
condition.

Here is a problem I particularly like. For operators in nondi-
vergence form:

Lf(x) =
d∑

i,j=1

aij(x)
∂2

∂xi∂xj
f(x),

with a first order term, it is known that L-harmonic functions
are at least Hölder continuous in the interior of the domain.
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The same is true for solutions to Lu = f . But if the aij are
Hölder continuous of order β, then much more is true: harmonic
functions are C2+β in the interior, and similarly for the solution
to Lu = f is f is also Hölder continuous. The smoother the
aij and f , the smoother the solution. What is the analogue if
the nondivergence form operator is replaced by (6.1)? I think
this problem is doable and interesting. Harder but even more
interesting is if we let L be of variable order.

7 Symmetric jump processes

Both when studying the heat equation in nonhomogeneous re-
gions and when studying nonlinear PDEs, operators in diver-
gence form (variational form) come up:

Lf(x) =
d∑

i,j=1

∂

∂xi
(aij(·)

∂

∂xj
f(·))(x).

Here aij(x) are the entries in a d × d matrix for each x. We
assume that for each x, the matrix is bounded and positive def-
inite, and the constant that comes up in the definition of posi-
tive definite can be taken independently of x. We also assume
aij = aji. However we do not want to assume any smoothness
on the aij in x.

How are we to interpret the PDE

Lu = f

when the aij are not smooth? If we multiply both sides by g
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and integrate by parts, we get

−
∫ d∑

i,j=1

aij(x)
∂

∂xi
g(x)

∂

∂xj
u(x) dx =

∫
f(x)g(x) dx. (7.1)

So a weak solution is a function u such that (7.1) holds for every
smooth g. The left hand side of (7.1) (without the minus sign)
is called the Dirichlet form associated with L, and is written
E(g, u). The Bible on Dirichlet forms is [21].

One of the properties of a process associated with a Dirichlet
form is symmetry of the transition densities (with respect to the
appropriate measure): p(t, x, y) = p(t, y, x).

There is another class of processes that are associated with
Dirichlet forms that is easier to visualize. Let the state space be
the lattice Zd, and between any two neighboring states x, y let
a conductance Cxy be given. A symmetric Markov chain is one
where the process waits an exponential time at the current state
and then jumps to a neighboring state chosen with probability

Px(next state is y) =
Cxy∑
z Cxz

.

As you can imagine, one could allow conductances and jumps
between non-neighboring states as well.

Once one has E(f, f) defined for all f in the domain, we can
define E(f, g) by polarization.

A symmetric stable process of index α is a symmetric Markov
process and its Dirichlet form is

E(f, f) =

∫ ∫
(f(x)− f(x))2

|x− y|d+α
dx dy.
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If f is C1, then the numerator is bounded by c|x − y|2, which
insures convergence of the integral.

In this section we will consider processes whose Dirichlet form
is given by

E(f, f) =

∫ ∫
(f(x)− f(x))2

|x− y|d+α
N(x, y) dx dy,

where N(x, y) is symmetric, bounded above, and bounded below
by a positive constant. We sometimes write

J(x, y) =
N(x, y)

|x− y|d+α
.

We will show (sketch!) the main result concerning the pro-
cesses associated with this class of Dirichlet forms. The proofs
are adapted from those in [1].

Theorem 7.1 There exist constants c1, c2 such that the transi-
tion densities of the process satisfy

c1

(
t−d/α ∧ t

|x− y|d+α
)
≤ p(t, x, y) ≤ c2

(
t−d/α ∧ t

|x− y|d+α
)
.

Once one has a good handle on the transition densities, one
is usually able to say almost everything about the process that
one would like.

We will sometimes look at

Jδ(x, y) = J(x, y)1(|x−y|≤δ),

which is the truncated jump kernel. This corresponds to the
process with all jumps larger than δ removed.

We point out that the corresponding processes need not be
semimartingales.
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7.1 Upper bound

We first make an observation. If we have an upper bound
for p(t, x, x) for all x, then we automatically have a bound for
p(t, x, y), although it is unlikely to be a good one when x and
y are far apart. This follows from the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equations.

p(2t, x, y) =

∫
p(t, x, z)p(t, z, y) dz

≤
(∫

p(t, x, z)2 dz
)1/2(∫

p(t, y, z)2 dz
)1/2

.

But ∫
p(t, x, z)2 dz =

∫
p(t, x, z)p(t, z, x) dz = p(2t, x, x).

In proving the upper bound, there are two tools we need.
The first is a result of [18], which is an extension of a method of
Davies, which in turn is based on ideas of Nash.

Let

Γ(f, f)(x) =

∫
(f(x)− f(y))2J(x, y) dx dy,

Λ(ψ) = ‖e−2ψΓ(eψ, eψ)‖∞ ∨ ‖e2ψΓ(e−ψ, e−ψ))‖∞,
E(t, x, y) = sup{|ψ(x)− ψ(y)| − tΛ(ψ)2 : ψ ∈ Cb,Λ(ψ) <∞}.

Then we have [18, Theorem 3.25]:

Theorem 7.2 Suppose

‖f‖2+4/ν
2 ≤ c(E(f, f) +B‖f‖22)‖f‖

4/ν
1 .
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Then for all t, x, y,

p(t, x, y) ≤ ct−ν/2eBte−E(2t,x,y).

The basic idea of the proof is the following, due to Nash. Fix
x0 and let F (t) =

∫
p(t, x0, x)2 dx. Suppose B = 0. Then

F ′(t) =

∫
2p(t, x0, x)

∂p(t, x, x0)

∂t
dx

= 2

∫
p(t, x0, x)Lp(t, x0, x) dx

= −2E(p(t, x0, ·), p(t, x0, ·))
≤ −c‖p(t, x0, ·)‖2+4/ν

2 ,

since the L1 norm of p(t, x0, ·) is 1. Therefore

F ′(t) ≤ −cF (t)2+4/ν,

and solving this differential inequality (just the way you solve a
differential equation of this sort), we get

F (t) ≤ ct−ν/2.

But F (t) = p(2t, x0, x0) by the semigroup property.

Davies’ idea was to extend this by applying the above argu-
ment to

pψ(t, x, y) = eψ(x)p(t, x, y)e−ψ(y)

and using Lp instead of L2. This gives the off-diagonal bounds,
after some complicated calculations and writing the L2p bound
in terms of the Lp bound. (See [5, Section VII.5] for the proof
in the diffusion case.)

We will apply this to Jδ(x, y), a truncated version of J . So
we also need a way to go from the transition densities for the
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process corresponding to Jδ to the ones for J . There are two
ways of doing this. One, more analytic, is to notice that if one
takes the infinitesimal generator for the process corresponding
to J , it is a perturbation of the one for Jδ by a bounded operator,
and just as we can write the resolvent for a perturbed operator
in terms of the resolvent for the unperturbed operator, there are
formulas (more complicated) for writing the semigroup for the
perturbed operator in terms of the unperturbed one.

A more probabilistic approach is one of Meyer [26]. Let Xδ
t

be the process corresponding to Jδ. Let W (x) =
∫

(J(x, y) −
J0(x, y)) dy. Let S1 be an exponential random variable with
parameter 1 independent of Xδ. Run Xδ until the first time T1

that
∫ t

0 W (Xδ
s ) ds exceeds S1. At this time introduce a jump

from Xδ
T1− to y, where the distribution of y is given according

to
(J − J0)(X

δ
T1−, y)

W (Xδ
T1−)

.

Then start the process at y, let it run according to the law of
Xδ, and repeat the process. The new process, Xt, will have
Dirichlet form defined in terms of J . (Meyer’s construction is
more general, and applies to any strong Markov process, not
just symmetric ones.)

We then have a result due to [3]:

Lemma 7.3

p(t, x, y) ≤ pδ(t, x, y) + t‖(J − Jδ)‖∞.

Proof. We first observe that

Px(Xt ∈ B) = Px(Xδ
t ∈ B, T1 > t)+E x

∫ t

0

∫
B

rt−s(X
δ
s , z)W (Xδ

s ) dz ds,
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where

rt(y, z) =

∫
(J − Jδ)(y, w)

W (y)
p(t, w, z) dw.

The first term on the right is the contribution if the first intro-
duced jump hasn’t happened yet. The second term comes from
jumping at time s for some s ≤ t (the rate of jumping is where
the W (Xδ

s ) term comes from), then moving according to X for
a time t− s, and then ending up in B. It follows that

p(t, x, y) ≤ pδ(t, x, y) + E x

∫ t

0
rt−s(X

δ
s , y)W (Xδ

s ) ds.

The second term is bounded by t‖J − Jδ‖∞ because

rt−s(v, y)W (v) =

∫
(J − Jδ)(v, w)p(t− s, w, z) dw

≤ ‖J − Jδ‖∞
∫
p(t− s, w, z) dw = ‖J − Jδ‖∞.

We apply our two tools as follows. We have

E(f, f) = Eδ(f, f) +

∫ ∫
|x−y|>δ

(f(x)− f(y))2

|y − x|d+α
N(x, y) dy dx.

To bound the second term, note (f(x)−f(y))2 ≤ 2f(x)2+2f(y)2.
We have∫ ∫

|x−y|>δ

f(x)2

|x− y|d+α
N(x, y) dy dx ≤ cδ−α

∫
f(x)2 dx = cδ−α‖f‖22,

and similarly for the term with f(y))2 in the numerator.

If we can prove a Nash inequality for E , we can thus obtain a
Nash inequality for Eδ. To get the Nash inequality for E we use
a fact from the theory of Besov spaces, or more simply, the facts
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that for a symmetric stable process with Dirichlet form ESS:
(a) ESS and E are comparable; (b) the transition densities for
a symmetric stable process are bounded by ct−d/α (this comes
from scaling and the fact that p(1, ·, ·) is bounded: the Fourier
transform is e−|u|

α

); and (c) another (easier) theorem from [18]
which says that if the transition densities are bounded by t−µ

for some µ, then the corresponding Nash inequality holds.

Now let us obtain bounds on p(t, x0, y0). By scaling it is
enough to take t = 1, and by the Nash argument we gave above,
we see that p(1, x0, x0) is bounded. Now let R = |y0 − x0|,

ψ(x) = λ(R− |x− x0|)+,

where λ will be chosen later, let M be larger than (d + α)/α,
and let us truncate at δ = R/3M . Since |ψ(x)−ψ(y)| ≤ λ|x−y|
and |et − 1|2 ≤ t2e2t, we have (here all the Λ,Γ, E’s are defined
in terms of Jδ),

e−2ψ(x)Γ(eψ, eψ)(x) =

∫
|x−y|≤δ

(eψ(x)−ψ(y) − 1)2 N(x, y)

|x− y|d+α
dy

≤ ce2λδλ2
∫
|x−y|≤δ

|x− y|2 dy

|x− y|d+α

≤ ce2λδλ2δ2−α ≤ ce3λδδ−α.

So
−E(2, x0, y0) ≤ −λR + cδ−αe3λδ.

Take

λ =
1

3δ
log(δα).

Observing that λR = M log(δα), we obtain

pδ(1, x0, y0) ≤ cR−(d+α).
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Since we could have taken M even larger, the term involving
pδ is not the important one. We then calculate ‖J − J0‖∞ ≤
cδ−(d+α), and see that

p(1, x0, y0) ≤ cδ−(d+α)/α ≤ cR−(d+α),

which is what we want.

For use in the lower bound, and also because it is useful, we
obtain

Theorem 7.4 We have

Px(sup
s≤t
|Xs −X0| > L) ≤ cL−α.

Proof. Let T be the first time X moves more than L. Then

Px(T ≤ t) ≤ Px(|Xt −X0| ≥ L/2) + Px(T ≤ t, |Xt −X0| < L/2)

≤ Px(|Xt −X0| ≥ L/2) +

∫ t

0
Px(|Xt −Xs| ≥ L/2, T ∈ ds).

The first term is bounded by integrating the transition proba-
bilities. The second term is bounded by∫ t

0

c(t− s)
Lα

Px(T ∈ ds) ≤ c

Lα
.

7.2 Lower bounds

The original idea is again due to Nash, although Fabes and
Stroock pushed it much further. We first want to show that
p(1, x, y) is not too small if |x− y| is not too large. With posi-
tive probability the exponential random variable in Meyer’s con-
struction will be sufficiently large that, using independence, the
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lower bound on p(1, x, y) will follow if we prove the same fact
with p replaced by pδ, where δ = 1.

By scaling, this will prove p(t, x, y) ≥ ct−d/α if |x− y|d+α ≤ t.
For the case when |x − y|d+α > t, we then reason as follows:
using scaling it is enough to take t = 1. Starting at x there is
some probability that the process stays near x until it makes
one large jump into B(y, 1/2) before time 1/4, and then stays
in B(y, 1) for a time 1/2. We thus get a lower bound on going
from x to B(y, 1) in time 1/2. Then

p(1, x, y) =

∫
p(1/2, x, z)p(1/2, z, y) dz

≥
∫
B(y,1)

p(1/2, x, z)p(1/2, z, y) dz

≥ Px(X1/2 ∈ B(y, 1)) inf
z∈B(y,1)

p(1/2, z, y).

Putting in the appropriate estimates gives the right bound.

It clearly suffices to get a lower bound on p(1, x, y) when |x−
y| ≤ 1 and p is the transition density for Xδ killed on exiting
B = B(x0, 4).

Let

G(t) =

∫
log p(t, x0, x)ϕ(x) dx,

where ϕ is an appropriate weight function that is bounded above
and has integral 1. (We’ll specify ϕ shortly.) If we show

G(1) ≥ −R (7.2)

for some positive real R and similarly when x0 is replaced by a
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nearby x1, then by Jensen’s inequality

log p(2, x0, x1) = log
[ ∫

p(1, x0, z)p(1, x1, z) dz
]

≥ log
[
c

∫
p(1, x0, z)p(1, x1, z)ϕ(z) dz

]
≥ log c+

∫
log(p(1, x0, z)p(1, x1, z))ϕ(z) dz

= log c+

∫
log p(1, x0, z)ϕ(z) dz +

∫
log p(1, x1, z)ϕ(z) dz

≥ log c− 2R,

and taking exponentials gives our result.

So it comes down to proving (7.2). Let ϕ(x) = c(16 − |x −
x0|2)+, where c is chosen so that the integral over Rd of ϕ is 1.

The usual Poincaré inequality says that∫
B

(f(x)− fB)2 dx ≤ c

∫
B

|∇f(x)|2 dx,

where fB is the average of f over B, where B is a ball or a cube.
A weighted Poincaré inequality is one where Lebesgue measure
is replaced by some other measure. Our weighted inequality is
the following:

Theorem 7.5 We have∫
(f(x)−f)2ϕ(x) dx ≤ c

∫ ∫
(f(x)−f(y))2(ϕ(x)∧ϕ(y)) dy dx,

where

f =

∫
f(x)ϕ(x) dx.
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There are standard ways to prove this, see, e.g., [22].

Now we work on (7.2). We have

G′(t) =

∫
∂ log p(t, x0, x)

∂t
ϕ(x) dx

=

∫
Lp(t, x0, x)

p(t, x0, x)
ϕ(x) dx

= −E
(
p(t, x0, ·),

ϕ

p(t, x0, ·)

)
= −

∫ ∫ {
[p(t, x0, y)− p(t, x0, x)]

×
[ ϕ(y)

p(t, x0, y)
− ϕ(x)

p(t, x0, x)

]}
Jδ(x, y) dx dy.

Now some algebra and calculus. Let a = p(t, x0, y)/p(t, x0, x),
b = ϕ(y)/ϕ(x). The part of the integrand in the last line inside
the braces is equal to

ϕ(x)
[√

b
( a√

b
+

√
b

a
− 2
)
− (1−

√
b)2
]
.

Setting A = a/
√
b and using the inequality

A+
1

A
− 2 ≥ (logA)2,

the expression inside the braces is larger than

ϕ(x)
√
b(logA)2 − ϕ(x)(1−

√
b)2.

Now ϕ
√
b ≥ ϕ(x) ∧ ϕ(y), and from the explicit expression for

ϕ(x) and ϕ(y), we have∫ ∫
(
√
ϕ(x)−

√
ϕ(y))2Jδ(x, y) dx dy ≤ c.
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Since Jδ(x, y) is 0 if |x − y| ≥ 1 and is bounded below when
|x−y| < 1, and ϕ(x) and ϕ(y) are comparable when |x−y| ≤ 1,
we obtain

G′(t) ≥
∫
B

∫
B

(
log

p(t, x0, y)√
ϕ(y)

− log
p(t, x0, x)√

ϕ(x)

)2
ϕ(y) dy dx− c.

Let

K(t) =

∫
B

log
(p(t, x0, y)√

ϕ(y)

)
ϕ(y) dy.

Then using the Poincaré inequality,

G′(t) ≥
∫
B

(
log

p(t, x0, y)√
ϕ(y)

−K(t)
)2
ϕ(y) dy − c.

Using the inequality

(A−B)2 ≥ A2

2
−B2

with A = log p(t, x0, y)−G(t) and B = −1
2 logϕ(y)− c and the

fact that
∫
B2ϕ(y) dy is a constant not depending on x or t, we

now have

G′(t) ≥ c1

∫
(log p(t, x0, y)−G(t))2ϕ(y) dy − c2.

This is greater than

c1

∫
Dt

(log p(t, x0, y)−G(t))2ϕ(y) dy − c2,

where we will choose Dt in a moment.

We use Theorem 7.4 to find r such that∫
B(x0,r)c

p(t, x0, x) dx ≤ 1
4 , t ≤ 1,
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and then choose K so that |B(x0, r)|e−K ≤ 1
4 . If Dt = {y ∈

B(x0, r) : p(t, x0, y) ≥ e−K}, we have

3
4 ≤

∫
B(x0,r)

p(t, x0, x) dx =

∫
Dt

+

∫
B(x0,r)\Dt

≤ c|Dt|t−d/α + |B(x0, r)|e−K ,

or |Dt| ≥ c if t ∈ [12 , 1].

Some calculus (cf. the last part of Theorem 30.1 of my lecture
notes PDE from a probabilistic point of view or the proof of
Proposition 4.9 in [1]) eventually leads to

G′(t) ≥ c|Dt|(G(t)2 − S)2 − c ≥ IG(t)2 − J, t ∈ [12 , 1].

Some more calculus then gives us our desired lower bound.

Foondun has considered Dirichlet forms that have a diffusion
component and a jump component. Chen and Kumagai [19]
have considered more general state spaces. In [1] variable order
operators were considered. Some of these reults were generalized
by Kassmann and his co-authors.

In [12] and work in progress, the weak convergence of symmet-
ric Markov chains to a process corresponding to elliptic opera-
tors in divergence form or to operators with jumps is considered.
There is a lot to be done here.

In [1], a condition similar to (6.3) was imposed when the
jumps were of size less than 1 and no jumps larger than 1 were
allowed. (Here, though, the full range of α, β was premitted.)
Which of the results generalize when jumps larger than 1 are
included? I believe some interesting things occur.

At the end of the last section I mentioned the problem of show-
ing harmonic functions and solutions to Lu = f were smoother
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than Hölder continuous if the function A(x, h) was smoother.
There is the analoguous problem for the case of symmetric jump
processes.
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